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Financial statements report the CAA’s operating 

results and its financial condition. The CAA’s 

management is responsible for preparing the 

statements. The CAA’s board of directors should 

discuss the financial statements at each board 

meeting. This toolkit will help both CAA boards and 

managements derive the maximum benefit from the 

CAA’s financial statements. It is divided into two 

parts:

n Part I: How to Use Financial Statements

Part I focuses on what the board and management 

should do with the financial statements. The 

detailed process presented here is the ideal. It 

is, however, aspirational; few if any CAAs will 

undertake each recommended step. That is 

not a problem. Each board must decide what is 

important, what is best left to management, and 

what is best left to its finance committee. The 

bottom line: most boards should be doing more 

financial review than they are inclined to do.

n Part II: What’s in the Financials

Part II focuses on the information included in 

the financial statements. It examines each of the 

five component parts of a set of basic financial 

statements.
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Part I: How to Use Financial Statements—The Process

What Is GAAP and Who Is FASB?
Over time, a body of rules and conventions has developed for financial statement presentation. This body is referred to as generally 
accepted accounting principles (GAAP). The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) has taken on primary responsibility for 
formulating GAAP and now offers a free comprehensive online tool (available at http://asc.fasbg.org/) that allows nonprofits to 
determine the GAAP accounting and reporting requirements in any situation. The discussion in this toolkit does not focus on the 
intricacies of GAAP, but it reflects that body of rules. No law requires financial statements 
to be prepared in accordance with GAAP.  However, if an organization that does not 
follow GAAP seeks an outside audit of its financial statements, the auditor’s opinion 
letter most often will include a qualification that the statements do not conform to 
GAAP.  If the CAA has an OMB Circular A-133 audit (required if the CAA expends at least 
$500,000 in federal funds in that year), the auditor is required to determine and note 
in the auditor’s report whether the financial statements comply with GAAP.  Given that some funding sources may not accept an audit 
report with a non-GAAP qualification, CAPLAW advises CAAs to adopt GAAP-compliant financial statements. 

Requirements for Federal Grantees
Organizations that receive federal grants or subgrants must comply with federal rules concerning financial systems intended to 
safeguard the use of those funds and ensure the funds are used for their intended purposes.  The key requirements are contained 
in the Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and Agreements with Institutions of Higher Education Hospitals and Other 
Non-Profit Organizations, found at 2 C.F.R. Part 215 (OMB Circular A-110) and 2 C.F.R. Part 230 (OMB Circular A-122) or the version 
of those rules issued by the specific federal granting agency and in cost principles for Non-Profit Organizations 2 C.F.R Part 230 
(OMB Circular A-122). A-110 requirements include,1 among other things, that:

n Grantees’ “financial management systems provide for accurate, current and complete disclosure of the finan-
cial results of each federally-sponsored project or program.” 

n Grantees have “[r]ecords that identify adequately the source and application of funds for federally-sponsored 
activities.”

n Grantee records “contain information pertaining to federal awards, authorizations, obligations, unobligated 
balances, assets, outlays, income and interest.” 

n Grantees ensure that funds are used solely for authorized purposes.

n A comparison of outlays with budget amounts for each award is made.

A-122 requirements focus on the identification of which costs may be charged to federal awards, whether they are received 
directly or through sub-recipient agreements.

ChECk yOuR AWARD DOCumENtS

Check your notice of award (if a federal grant or cooperative agreement) or grant agreement terms and conditions (for a 
state grant or contract) to confirm which federal rules govern your grants.   In some cases, states may incorporate other 
rules relating to program eligibility, allowable costs, and financial systems and statements as well. Check all references to 
state statutes and administrative rules to be sure you are aware of the requirements you must meet to comply with each 
agreement.   

T
ip

Common Myths About Nonprofit Financial Statements

Myth 1: “Only a CPA Can Read Financial Statements”
Financial statements often are intimidating to those who are unfamiliar with them—all those numbers and columns. Nonetheless, 
with minimal effort, anyone can gain insights into a CAA’s finances by reviewing its financial statements. The rules governing how 
information is presented in a CAA’s financial statements are designed to make that information understandable to a lay audience.

Even board members who regularly review financial statements produced by businesses find nonprofit statements somewhat 
perplexing. There are at least two reasons for this. First, the CAA often prepares interim financial statements for review at its 
regularly scheduled board meetings in non-standard formats or without notes. The lack of explanation and conformity with 
established norms in the corporate world is troubling to many who otherwise are comfortable with financial statements. Second, 
as will be discussed, nonprofit financial statements divide net assets and income into three categories designed to reflect the 
degree to which the assets and income are subject to legal restrictions. This additional information does not appear in financial 
statements for business entities. Fortunately, any confusion can be addressed through education.

 

 CAPLAW advises CAAs to adopt  
GAAP-compliant financial statements.  
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Myth 2: “Financial Statements are Only of Interest to Management, Not the Board”
Understanding the financial condition of the organization and guiding the use of resources are core legal responsibilities for 
boards. Financial statements are an important board tool for assessing management’s performance and stewardship of the 
organization and its resources. 

Blue CAA (BCA) has a board meeting scheduled for next Wednes-
day night.  The packet for the board meeting went out last week.  
The meeting agenda accompanying the packet includes reports 
from the heads of the Head Start and weatherization programs, a 
discussion of whether BCA should hire an assistant vice president 
for human resources, a report from the head of HR on a new em-
ployee evaluation form, and routine matters.  At the time the agen-
da was drawn up, BCA’s executive director was unsure whether 
BCA’s CFO, Howard Castle, would be able to attend the meeting 
because Castle’s son has a Little League game the night of the 
meeting. nobody was all that concerned whether Castle would at-
tend because the discussion of finances usually takes no more 
than five minutes. Most board members believe that the Gloria 
Watson, BCA’s executive director, can report the amount of cash on 
hand just as well as the CFO, particularly because nobody worries 
about financial issues so long as there is enough cash to cover 3 
months of expenses.

At the board meeting, the reports on Head Start led to a very 
lengthy discussion of changes in the menu and the difficulty some 
children were experiencing in getting used to eating so many 
vegetables. This led to a variety of comments about the possibility 
of cultural bias in concerns about childhood obesity. In the last 
five minutes of the meeting, the chair asked Gloria to report on 
the finances. She pointed out that the cash balance had slipped 
slightly below the desired 3 months of operating expense level 
but noted that she understood that a payment had arrived the day 
after the financial statements were prepared. A board member 

asked why the accounts payable and salaries payable line items 
were so much higher than the previous month but the chair noted 
that it was time to adjourn and commented that he was confident 
that BCA always paid its bills on time. 

LeSSOn: BCA’s board is being remiss when it comes to financial 
issues. The board should thoroughly discuss BCA’s finances at 
each board meeting. To facilitate that discussion, the packet sent 
to board members should include a complete set of financial 
statements, including the balance sheet, together with a schedule 
or summary reporting on how expense and income items deviated 
from budget and basic analysis of the adequacy of the cash position 
and BCA’s progress towards its goals for operating reserves. In a 
perfect world, BCA’s board would have a finance committee, and 
that committee would include key financial metrics and a summary 
of BCA’s finances in the board packet. At the meeting, the board 
should be discussing the results of operations and key asset and 
liability balances. It should be assessing the adequacy of BCA’s 
financial resources and whether those resources will permit BCA 
to pay its bills and liabilities in an orderly and timely fashion.

Too often, boards want these discussions to be quick. This is a 
mistake. no organization can survive on reports about program 
accomplishments and ideas for new programs alone. At the end 
of the day, everything comes back to financing programs and new 
ideas. In fact, as part of their reports to the board, the heads of the 
Head Start and weatherization programs should be asked to discuss 
the adequacy of program finances and budgetary expectations in 
addition to offering examples of program accomplishments.

CASE SCENARIO: 

INCORPORAtINg A thOROugh DISCuSSION Of ORgANIzAtION fINANCES INtO thE mEEtINg 

Myth 3: “The CAA’s Outside Auditors Prepare Its Financial Statements and Monitor its Finances”
The professional standards governing auditors couldn’t be clearer: management is responsible for the preparation and the content 
of the CAA’s financial statements. If management is unable to prepare financial statements without significant assistance from 
the outside auditors, both the board and management are most likely making decisions based on faulty information.

Myth 4: “Only the Financially Savvy Board Members Need to Pay Attention to the CAA’s Finances”
This is the biggest and most dangerous myth of them all. Too often, the non-financially oriented members of a board delegate the 
discussion of finances to the financially literate members of the board. Many board members think this review is best relegated 
to a finance committee so that valuable board time isn’t wasted. This approach treats finance as separate and distinct from 
mission. Nothing could be further from the truth. Some managers share this myopia. These individuals are mission people, who 
erroneously believe finance and accounting are a nuisance, best left to the technicians.

CAAs operate as nonprofits, but CAAs are nevertheless businesses. Like Exxon/Mobil, Apple, Boeing, and other business 
corporations, CAAs employ people, pay utility bills, rent property, and borrow money from banks. A CAA will face bankruptcy if 
revenue doesn’t exceed expenses or cash flow does not permit the CAA to timely pay its bills. A CAA that ceases to exist has no 
mission. 

Nonprofit is a misnomer. A nonprofit can earn a profit, but it can’t distribute that profit to insiders as a “dividend.” There is nothing 
wrong with earning a surplus, as profit is referred to in the nonprofit world. A surplus can further mission by providing a CAA 
with assets that can be used to weather a recession or when a government grant maker has failed to pay the CAA under grants or 
contracts for six months. A surplus also permits the CAA to expand its programs and mission, and to pay off long-term debt.
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Mission is constrained by finances. Those who refuse to acknowledge the link between mission and finances are setting themselves 
up to be “rolled” on issues of policy by those who are comfortable with finances. Rather than debate a decision on the merits, the 
financially literate sometimes focus on financial aspects of the debate, causing those who believe there is only one way to look 
at numbers to concede policy calls. 

Assume that BCA is considering a new program to combat gang 
activity in a neighborhood.  Some on the board oppose the proposed 
approach. Rather than arguing the merits, they may look to the 
numbers if the proposal’s proponents are afraid or intimidated by 
finance and accounting. The opponents may ask an accountant to 
prepare a financial forecast that assumes a two percent growth 
in a base grant for the program, and expenses that grow at ten 
percent per year. Under those assumptions, the program is not 
financially viable. Those assumptions, however, are open to 
question. The city has expressed great interest in this program and 
shown a willingness to fund it to the max. Moreover, the forecast 
does not take into account that adding this program would allow 
BCA to spread its overhead costs over a larger base, reducing 
the burden each other program must bear and freeing some 
unrestricted funds that are currently used to subsidize programs 

with inadequate grant funding to cover their share of overhead 
costs. Unless the program’s proponents are willing to challenge 
a dubious financial assumption, they may yield to the claim that 
the program will produce a large and unacceptable deficit. But to 
mount that challenge, the program’s proponents must be willing to 
examine the numbers and underlying assumptions, including the 
impact on the overall budget, recognizing that the financial facts 
and figures can be viewed through different prisms.

LeSSOn: no board member should ever blindly accept financial 
data placed in front of him. There are different ways to interpret 
numbers and budget proposals always are based on assumptions.  
Unless a board member recognizes that numbers are open to 
debate, that board member will cede the policy battle to those 
who are willing to wage the battle based on the numbers.

CASE SCENARIO: 

fINANCES AffECt mISSION

Board Review of Financial Statements
Every regular board meeting should include a review of the CAA’s financial statements, be they the year-end audited statements 
or interim statements. Typically the interim statements are less formal than the audited ones, but if the CAA’s accounting system 
is a good one, these statements should be relatively accurate. CAPLAW recommends a five-step approach to the periodic review:

Step 1: Preliminary Review by the Finance Committee 
The CAA should have a finance committee. One of the committee’s tasks should be to review the financial statements in advance of 
the board meeting and to then have a committee member report on the statements at the board meeting. If the CAA does not have 
a finance committee, someone should be designated to review the statements in advance of the meeting and lead the discussion. 
This person could be a board member or the CAA’s CFO or treasurer, depending on the CAA’s resources and circumstances. Even 
if a non-board member leads the discussion, CAPLAW recommends that the staff member review the statements ahead of time 
with a board member, such as the treasurer, so that at least one board member will have a more detailed understanding of the 
statements. 

Step 2: Review by Every Board Member 
Every board member should receive a packet of financial information at least one week in advance of the scheduled board meeting. 
The packet should include a complete set of financial statements, and if possible, an analysis of the statements from the board’s 
finance committee or the CAA’s CFO or treasurer. Each board member—no matter how financially illiterate—should review the 
financial statements before the meeting.

Step 3: Regular Discussion of the Financial Statements 
The meeting agenda should set aside sufficient time to permit a thorough discussion of the financial statements. The discussion 
should include a review of:

n Variances from budget—comparing what actually happened with the annual plan

n Liquidity—the CAA’s ability to meet its obligations as they become due

n Unrestricted net assets available for operations 

n Program-by-program analysis of revenue and expenses

n Key financial metrics

n Stability of the CAA’s grants and other revenue sources

n Any other matters involving finances warranting discussion
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BCA’s CFO, Howard Castle, has decided that providing the 
board with a complete set of financial statements is a mistake. 
In Castle’s view, the board should review a detailed schedule 
showing each program, the revenue associated with the program, 
and the related expenses. He does not provide a balance sheet 
presenting assets, liabilities, and net assets, and also does not 
provide a comprehensive statement of activities that presents 
income and expenses from all activities and the resulting changes 
in net assets. Castle believes CAAs are unique because of their 
reliance on multiple revenue streams that must be used for 
specified purposes. In his view, entity-level financial statements 
make no sense because grant revenue from one program (e.g., 
weatherization) cannot be used to finance another program (e.g. 
Head Start).  

Castle is providing the board with useful information, but he is 
ignoring the value of entity-level financial statements. BCA 
has a revolving line of credit to finance its working capital. In 
administering the loan, the bank looks to the entity as a whole, 
which means the board needs to also look at the entity as a whole 
to make sure that there is sufficient liquidity to satisfy BCA’s bank. 
Similarly, BCA’s trade creditors (e.g., the electric utility, suppliers, 
communications company) also focus on BCA as an entity rather 
than on particular streams of revenue. The board should be looking 
at BCA through the eyes of those creditors. Moreover, not all assets 
are restricted to a particular program. Most organizations have 
unrestricted cash, receivables, and fixed assets (equipment and 
buildings). The board should be monitoring these on an ongoing 
basis. Finally, if the board wants to expand into new areas, it needs 
to understand the resources available for expansion.

The accounting profession shifted two decades ago from the 
approach advocated by Castle to one that favors entity-level 
financial statements for nonprofits. This in part reflects the desire 
to make financial information more accessible to board members 
who are familiar with standard financial statements. Although 
Castle may have legitimate reasons for disagreeing with the 
current approach to nonprofit financial report, he should keep one 
fact squarely in mind: providing the board with a complete set of 
financial statements does not preclude him from supplementing 
the financial statements with schedules that show operations on a 
program-by-program basis. In fact, that is to be encouraged.  One 
effective approach is to use a columnar approach to the income 
statement, including both the totals for each category across the 
organization, and a breakdown across the columns by grant or 
program. An example of this approach is found in the Statement 
of Functional Income and expenses in Appendix C. Moreover, CAAs 
are not the only nonprofits that must deal with revenue streams 
and assets that are subject to restrictions. Any organization with 
an endowment faces restrictions on how it can use the endowment 
and the income generated by it.

LeSSOn: A board member who does not receive a complete 
set of financial statements, including the balance sheet, should 
demand them. examples of these statements, including a balance 
sheet, a statement of activities (income statement) and a cash 
flow statement, can be found in the appendices to this section. 
Those who think board members won’t understand them or will 
be hopelessly confused are doing everyone a disservice, including 
themselves.

CASE SCENARIO: 

A COmPLEtE SEt Of StAtEmENtS

Step 4: Once-a-Year Discussions 
At least once a year, the board should discuss the following matters in detail:

n The auditor’s annual report and management letter 

n The CAA’s annual organization-wide budget

n The CAA’s system of internal controls

n The CAA’s overall financial health, including its liquidity and unrestricted net assets

n The CAA’s long-term financial plans and needs 

The board need not address all of these topics at the same meeting.  

Step 5: Questions and Answers 
Time should be set aside during each discussion of the CAA’s finances for a robust Q & A session. Questions should be encouraged.
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Examining Budget Variances
CAAs and their boards should routinely review variances from budget. This review involves comparing key income and expense 
accounts and resulting net income against budgeted amounts. 

Budget variances can provide an early warning, protecting the CAA from unexpected outflows of financial resources and shortfalls 
in expected revenues. Both management’s and the board’s responses will be far more meaningful if the responses occur two 
months into the year problem rather than when the board examines the audited financial statements 12 months later, learning 
that the CAA has an insurmountable problem rather than just a growing, but correctable one.  In addition to protecting the CAA’s 
fiscal integrity, a careful examination of variances from budget can provide programmatic and operational insights. Assume, for 
example, that labor expense is running twenty percent above budget. Management should identify the underlying problem and 
its plan to resolve it. For example, the CEO might report:

n One program has incurred substantial overtime due to increased demand and management plans to add 
several positions which will result in overall labor savings through reduced overtime.

n Income from the energy program is based on volume of services provided and is below projections because 
staff have been unable to process the anticipated volume of paperwork. Management plans to retrain staff to 
streamline processing.

n Management has identified an opportunity to reduce labor costs by increasing the number of families as-
signed to Head Start family case mangers.

n Several employees are submitting time sheets with fictitious hours. Those employees have been fired and all 
employees are being re-trained on this issue. 

n The demand for mortgage counseling services is much higher than anyone anticipated. Several proposals 
have been written to explore additional funding. 

n The CAA is looking at holding group sessions on early fatherhood rather than relying so heavily on one-on-
one counseling.

In sum, budget variances and the entire discussion of finances provides an opportunity for a systematic examination of 
programs. 

In all CAAs, management should systematically be reviewing the details of variances from budget. The board has some latitude 
in how it approaches the review of variances. It may want management to 
provide a detailed schedule, or it might ask management to prepare a short 
report that highlights significant and potentially problematic variances.  If 
the board opts for a robust and complete schedule, the report should show 
the variances for the current period (month or quarter) and the year-to-date 
variance. It should show both the dollar and percentage variation. 

Some boards might agree to examine all variances above a certain 
percentage, but the better approach is to target the examination variances that are both material and meaningful. Materiality will 
often turn on the particular income or expense category. As an example, assume the budget shows that $10,000 of charitable 
contributions will be received each month. In the past, all contributions have come from a fundraising event held in August. As a 
consequence, there is not much point in focusing on a $10,000 variance from the budgeted January amount, but if there is a large 
cumulative variance in September, the board should determine why the August event failed to produce the expected revenue. The 
board may also request that staff break the annual budget into monthly segments that reflect the seasonal nature of key revenue 
and expense items. In this approach, comparison of actual year-to-date income to the year-to-date budget for the fundraising 
event would have made it clear that the event was not planned to occur in the earlier months and avoided needless anxiety.

DEmAND SPECIfIC SOLutIONS tO BuDgEt vARIANCES  

Management should prepare complete explanations of all material budget variances and management recommendations for 
addressing them for presentation to the board at its regular meetings.  At the next board meeting, management should report 
to the board on the actions it has taken to address the unfavorable variances discussed at the prior meeting.

Actually addressing a problem is more difficult than simply adjusting numbers on paper. Management should identify the 
root cause behind each material variance and tell the board the steps it will undertake to resolve the underlying problem and 
deal with the consequences of revenue shortfalls and/or cost overruns. Simply adjusting the budget numbers, reducing the 
budgeted income item or increasing the budgeted expense item is rarely a solution.   

T
ip

 In all CAAs, management should systematically be 
reviewing the details of variances from budget.   

The board has some latitude in how it approaches 
the review of variances.  
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Most CAAs operate a number of programs. At a minimum, the CAA’s management and the board’s finance committee should 
be reviewing budget variances for each program.  The organization-wide budget may be meeting expectations, but individual 
programs may be “busting” their budgets. Problems with one program may be camouflaged when they are aggregated with the 
other programs. The finance committee should highlight any material program variances during its presentation to the board. The 
best practice is for management to provide the board with a program-by-program analysis of variances.

If a CAA uses or “borrows” grant funds received for one program, such as Head Start, to pay for expenses, including payroll, 
for another program, the transaction often violates the first program’s terms and conditions, and may cause serious problems, 
including cost disallowances and potential program termination. If one grant program’s budget is overspent, or funds are not 
being received in a timely fashion, the board should ask management how the costs are being paid to ensure that inappropriate 
funding sources are not being used.  Unrestricted funds or working capital loans are the most likely appropriate source of funds. 

BCA maintains its books and records using the calendar year.  At 
its March meeting, BCA’s board is reviewing a schedule of budget 
variances for the period ending February 2011, which is included in 
Appendix A. This schedule was assembled by BCA’s management 
and was reviewed by BCA’s finance committee before the board 
meeting. Caesar Cruz, the head of BCA’s finance committee, is 
leading the discussion.

Before Cruz can get one word out, board member Marsha Harris 
asks why income for the year-to-date from the commercial bakery, 
which provides whole wheat bread to child care centers around 
the state and is staffed by previously unemployed individuals, is 
53 percent below budget. Cruz assures Harris that the finance 
committee asked the same question, particularly because those 
revenues declined in both January and February. Gloria Watson, 
BCA’s executive director, jumps into the conversation. She notes 
that another organization began selling similar products in 
December and charges twenty percent less than BCA. She said 
that she and the manager of the bakery have been reviewing the 
situation, asking whether BCA can find a less expensive space, or 
whether it needs to drop the program.  

Watson turns the discussion back to Cruz, who then notes the 
increase in salary and wage expenses. Cruz notes these expenses 
are running twenty percent over budget, but that there is no way 
that BCA’s grants will cover the overage.  

The problem, according to Cruz, is the mortgage counseling 
program. Because of increased foreclosure activity, BCA has had 
to hire a number of temporary employees and pay overtime to 
existing staff. Loretta Champion, a new board member, objects to 
any suggestion that people be turned away from counseling.  Cruz 
tells her that BCA has no choice. He notes that management reran 

the annual budget projections, concluding at the current pace, BCA 
would expend its cash balances by July and would be forced to 
exceed its working capital credit limits.

LeSSOnS: Watson and Cruz probably weren’t looking forward to 
this discussion. But imagine if there had been no budget, review 
of variances, or discussion of finances. The board would have first 
learned of the problems facing BCA a year later, when the annual 
financial statements were distributed. By then, it might be too late 
to address problems that had a year to fester. 

Take particular note of how the variances were reviewed. 
Management first reviewed them. It then discussed the variances 
with the board’s finance committee. That is as it should be. The 
examination of budget variances is often viewed as a task for 
the board. It is, but management is also charged with reviewing 
variances. Management should be constantly analyzing the 
financial data produced by the accounting system. After all, 
management is charged with running the agency. The board is 
performing an oversight function, making sure that management 
is asking the right questions and operating within the constraints 
imposed by the organization’s financial resources. If there is a 
problem, management should identify and resolve it.  

Management can approach the presentation of budget variances 
to the board in one of several ways. It can provide the board a 
complete schedule, a schedule showing just the material variations, 
or a written summary. Less information may be more in this case; 
presenting just the material variations lessens the chance that the 
board may get distracted by unimportant issues. In any event, the 
board should devote meeting time to discussing the variances that 
are material and problematic.

CASE SCENARIO: 

ExAmININg BuDgEt vARIANCES
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Assessing Liquidity 
Liquidity determines the CAA’s ability to pay its staff and bills on time. The CAA simply must have cash available when it is needed 
to meet immediate obligations. A CAA’s balance sheet may include far more assets than liabilities, but that does not necessarily 
mean that the CAA can meet its obligations as they become due. As an example, the income statement may show grant revenue 
earned and the balance sheet may have a corresponding line item for grant revenue receivable, but neither of those numbers 
represents cash that can be used to pay employees, the CAA’s landlord, or the power company. At the end of the day, CAAs must 
look to cash flow rather than accounting income for their survival. With the assistance of management, the board should therefore 
take the following steps to assess whether or not the CAA has sufficient liquidity:

Step 1: Ask the Fundamental Question 
The board should begin by identifying all liabilities that are due within the next 12 months. It should then ask what assets the CAA 
will use to pay those liabilities. The board should first look to the cash balance. It should then turn to marketable securities and 
accounts receivable. Marketable securities can be quickly converted to cash, and accounts receivable usually become cash within 
a relatively short period of time. At the same time, it should note any temporary or permanent restrictions on the use of cash and 
other assets. These might be imposed by grantmakers.

Step 2: Review the Statement of Cash Flows 
The board should review the statement of cash flows to gain a better understanding of where cash is coming from and where it is 
going. The statement of cash flows is discussed in Part II.

Step 3: Review a Projection of Cash Flows
The statement of cash flows focuses on the past. Management should 
regularly develop and review projections of cash flow. It should consider 
sharing summarized projections with the finance committee and with 
the full board if significant cash flow problems are identified. A detailed 
discussion is best left to the finance committee, but when there are 
significant short falls in projected cash flow, the board should have sufficient information to discuss the shortfall. When the 
projections show more cash flow than was projected, the board should take the opportunity to discuss how the excess should be 
invested (or at least set a guiding policy).

Step 4: Review Aging Schedule
Management should prepare and the board should receive an aging schedule for receivables, showing the amounts due within 
30, 60, 90, and 120 days, or other appropriate timeframes. The schedule should also identify receivables that are unlikely to be 
collectible. 

Step 5: Review Key Metrics
Management should prepare and the board should review key liquidity metrics. These include the debt/net assets, the current 
assets/current liabilities, the defensive interval ratios, and trends in daily cash balances relative to daily expenses, among 
others. A management representative should work with the board’s finance committee in parsing the numbers and explaining 
the reasons for any material changes.

Step 6: Review Lines of Credit and Other Loans
The board should periodically review major loan agreements including lines of credit. Although the types of loans will differ from 
CAA to CAA, typical ones include mortgages and revolving lines of credit which require “resting” (paying any outstanding balances 
off fully and not drawing down any additional cash) for specified periods. The focus should be on compliance with covenants and 
restrictions and on the CAA’s ability to retire the loans. Management should be working with both the internal staff and when 
necessary, outside counsel, to monitor compliance with loan covenants. In addition, the board, or at least the finance committee, 
should consider reviewing advances and repayments in the line of credit on a monthly basis.  This would be presented along with 
the receivables report so that board members may compare cash flows, receivables and use of the line of credit. 

Management should regularly develop and review 
projections of cash flow.  
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BCA’s financial statements are attached at the end of Appendix 
A. Its cash balance has remained relatively constant ($253,007 in 
2009 versus $258,390 in 2010).  However BCA’s current assets have 
jumped by $959,955 over the last year, a 16 percent increase. Board 
member Susan Gallagher, has little knowledge or interest in finances. 
When Hank Simpson, a member of BCA’s finance committee, and the 
city’s treasurer, goes beyond the five minutes allotted to his finance 
report, Gallagher is quick to point out that Simpson’s time is up and 
it is now time to proceed with more important matters. She points 
out that they haven’t hired anyone new and that current assets are 
up by almost a million dollars. “So why do we need to discuss this 
boring stuff?”

Simpson looks at Gallagher slightly irritated, and points out that 
current liabilities have jumped from $3,878,796 to $5,169,447, or 
33.27 percent. Maureen Whipple, another board member, backs 
Simpson up, pointing to a $1,107,068 cash overdraft. Whipple says, 
“I am mighty concerned that our checking account is overdrawn 
by over a million dollars, particularly when the president is talking 
about cutting appropriations for CSBG in half.”

LeSSOn: Simpson and Whipple are absolutely right to look beyond 
cash balances and other current assets. The asset side of the balance 
sheet represents only half of the story. Moreover, there is a reason 
balance sheets distinguish between current- and long-term assets 
and liabilities. Current assets and liabilities generally are closely 
tied to operating cash flow. Organization’s like BCA are constantly 
incurring current liabilities and then using proceeds from accounts 
receivables to pay those liabilities off. If the relationship between 
current assets and current liabilities changes unexpectedly, BCA 
may be unable to pay employees, the phone company, the utility 
company, or its landlord.  

In this case, there has been a significant increase in what is referred 
to as a bank overdraft. Whipple should be concerned about this, as 
should the entire board. 

BCA may have a revolving line of credit with its banks and the 
increase in the cash overdraft may be covered by that credit line, or 
the overdraft may refer to the fact that the bank has extended credit 
to BCA beyond the limit on its line of credit,  The overdraft may have 
been expected and, planned for, and BCA may have receivables due 
that will permit it to reduce the overdraft. 

On the other hand, a government grantmaker might be reviewing 
BCA’s request for reimbursement more closely, with the expectation 
of denying a significant portion of the requested reimbursement. 
Alternatively, BCA may have a good relationship with the grantmaker, 
but the government may be a slow pay.  

Whatever the reason for the overdraft, the board’s task is to 
understand what is happening and what actions need to be taken.  
For example, if BCA’s board learns that the government has fallen 
behind in processing submissions for reimbursement, the board 
should direct management to discuss the matter with the relevant 
government officials. Or, if the government is unable to timely 
reimburse BCA because of the government’s own budgetary crisis 
(as has been the case in Illinois), BCA’s board and management must 
discuss how BCA will respond to this new reality. Will programs need 
to be cut, or can BCA find private funding?

THeRe ARe TWO LeSSOnS: First, boards shouldn’t focus exclusively 
on cash and other asset balances. They must look at the relationship 
between assets and liabilities. Comparison to prior months is 
particularly helpful for spotting disturbing trends.

Second, there is always a “story” behind the numbers. Sometimes 
there isn’t a problem, but sometimes there is. A board must be 
willing to ask questions so that it understands the story and can 
take action, if necessary. Because the members of management are 
normally full-time employees rather than volunteers, they should be 
even more proactive. The board, however, should never assume that 
management will fix the problem or has everything under control.  
One of the board’s oversight functions is to keep management 
engaged and focused.

CASE SCENARIO: 

CuRRENt ASSEtS WENt uP SO Why WORRy?

Reviewing Ratios
Financial statements are often intimidating. More importantly, they do not include analysis, but rather, are just a summary of the 
financial facts. The statements, for example, may tell management and the board that the CAA had $126,342 in cash on hand 
as of the balance sheet date, but the statements do not state whether that amount is sufficient. It is up to the management and 
the board to ascertain what the facts mean and to draw conclusions. Financial analysts use a number of metrics, referred to as 
financial ratios, to help them get a grip on the data. CAA boards and managements should do the same.

Step 1: Identify Key Ratios  
There are literally hundreds, if not thousands, of financial ratios. The board should work with management to identify several 
meaningful financial ratios that the board can use to monitor the CAA’s financial performance and position. This is a case where 
less may be more, particularly if the board is relatively unsophisticated when it comes to financial matters. In some cases, the 
board may want to delegate this review to the finance committee, with the committee instructed to report significant concerns to 
the full board when appropriate. The following are several that should be considered—each may require modification:
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n Defensive Interval Ratio. One of the best indicators of liquidity is the defensive interval ratio, which compares liquid assets to 
expenses.

Cash + Marketable Securities + Receivables

Average Monthly Expenses

The resulting number represents the theoretical number of months that the organization could cover its average expenses by 
utilizing what are viewed as highly liquid assets. 

n Liquidity Ratio. The liquidity ratio is another metric for measuring whether a CAA will be able to pay its bills on time. 

Cash + Marketable Securities + Receivables + Inventories

Liabilities

Obviously a number greater than one is better than a number less than one, but that certainly doesn’t guarantee that the CAA will 
be able to convert its assets to cash on a timely basis. If, for example, people who owe the CAA money are unable to pay it, having 
a large value for receivables on the balance sheet is meaningless. As another example, businesses convert their inventories to 
cash through sales. Nonprofits, however, may be giving away rather than selling their inventories as part of their mission. If that is 
the case, the numerator should exclude inventories. As that should suggest, the formulation of any metric should take the CAA’s 
particular circumstances and practices into account.2

n Days of Cash Indicator. This is an even simpler and more direct ratio. 

Cash Balance at Month End

 Annual expense budget divided by 365 days

Comparing the number of days cash on hand from month-to-month provides an easily computed and understood indicator of 
whether the cash position is improving or deteriorating.

n Accounts Payable Indicator. The accounts payable indicator may provide an early warning sign that the CAA is unable to satisfy 
its debts as they become due.

Accounts Payable

Average Monthly Expenses

Both the board and management should begin asking for explanations if the number is increasing. Another way to assess whether 
the CAA is falling behind in paying its bills would be for management to prepare an accounts payable aging schedule. As is true 
with all ratios, the absolute number tells the board and management very little. A board’s initial reaction might be that if the 
accounts payable indicator is on the rise, the CAA is facing financial trouble. That could be the case, but if the CAA’s creditors 
don’t object, a number that is increasing could be a sign of good cash management. The questions that ratios generate are what 
is important, not the raw numbers.

n Expenses to Net Assets. Comparing total expenses to net assets often is often useful for assessing the CAA’s ability to withstand 
adverse financial circumstances.

Total Expenses

Net Assets

The smaller the numerator is as compared to the net assets, the better. 

n Savings Indicator. CAA’s aren’t interested in turning a profit when “profit” is thought of as money available to pay to investors. 
However, a surplus can be used to build organizational capacity. One way to measure the extent of surplus is referred to as the 
savings indicator.

Revenue – Expenses

Total Expenses

In a sense, this percentage could be viewed as a profit margin, but one that is calculated using expenses rather than revenue in 
the denominator. 

This metric may make sense for organizations that are building endowments. However, the savings indicator may not be a 
very useful metric for CAAs that rely heavily on grants, as most currently do. That point, in and by itself, is an important one. 
Organizations need to develop metrics that are meaningful for their circumstances. Blindly selecting and relying on metrics is a 
mistake. 

n Total Debt to Total Assets. Organizations have long compared their debt to some base. One way to do this is to examine total 
debt to total assets.  

Total Debt 

Total Assets
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Not surprisingly, there is not one right percentage. In fact, there is a great deal of variation in this number among different 
industries. Utilities, for example, incur a lot of debt relative to their assets because they have very predictable streams of revenue. 
On the other hand, tech companies are notorious for incurring little debt relative to their assets. The reason is quite simple: 
tech companies have very unpredictable revenue streams, and even when a tech company has a runaway best selling product, 
that product may soon be obsolete. Similar variations should be expected in the nonprofit sector. Certainly, CAAs finance their 
operations differently than hospitals, universities, or museums do.

Even if there were a target number, there is another problem with this metric. The CAA could hit the target, but find itself in financial 
trouble if the terms of a loan require an immediate payment, but there is insufficient cash on hand to make the payment. 

Once again, all financial ratios are useful only if they are first customized to fit the organization’s particular facts and circumstances, 
and then used to identify trends and spark questions.

Step 2. Make the Proper Comparisons
So far, we have examined a number of financial metrics or ratios and identified a number of problems with them. Does that mean 
CAAs should ignore these ratios? Absolutely not. When used correctly, ratio analysis is very effective, but to do that, management 
and the board must not use ratio analysis as a mechanical benchmark, which brings us to Step 2. Ratio analysis is best undertaken 
on a comparative basis.

n Internal Trends. A CAA’s management and board should monitor any given ratio over time. If for example, 
a CAA’s defensive interval ratio has hovered around four months for the last five years, management and the 
board should be asking lots of questions if the ratio suddenly drops to one month. In other words, the focus 
should be on why a number has changed, not on hitting a particular number.

n Other Organizations. Management should also consider comparing the CAA’s ratios to other similarly situ-
ated CAAs, and then sharing the results with the board. There are two critical steps in this process. First, man-
agement must identify appropriate organizations for inclusion in the database. Second, management must 
obtain the financial data. Management might begin assembling a database of comparable organizations by 
reviewing the directory of a state association of CAAs. As for the data, management might begin by looking to 
GuideStar (www.guidestar.org) and its Form 990 database. To a certain extent, this suggestion is aspirational. 
Many organizations simply will be unable to obtain the necessary information to produce a meaningful data-
base of comparative entities. Even if the information is available, the analysis may only be meaningful if the 
mix and source of funding is similar for all the organizations included in the database.

Assume that BCA has received criticism from grantmakers that 
its compensation levels are too high for the number of personnel 
it employs.  The main discussion in this toolkit doesn’t discuss a 
ratio that measures whether compensation is too high, but the 
board should be interested in monitoring employee compensation 
given the criticism. It is easy to create a metric to do that, as the 
following one demonstrates:

Salaries & Wages ($14,467,420) + Payroll Taxes and Fringe 

 Benefits ($14,820,070)  
= $30,493

employees (468)

As should be apparent, this number indicates that the average 
employee is paid $30,493 in salary and fringe benefits for the 
year in question.  Management and the board can monitor this 

number over time to determine whether efforts to reduce average 
compensation are producing results. One potential problem with 
this number is that it fails to distinguish between management 
and other staff.  A better approach might be perform separate 
calculations for each category, which leads to a larger point: metrics 
should be customized to measure meaningful relationships, which 
means some thought has to put into designing them.  There are 
dozens of books listing hundreds of financial ratios and metrics.  
Those books are a good starting point, but customization is always 
warranted. 

LeSSOn.  A board or management can create a ratio or metric 
which it then uses to assess a particular financial relationship.  
Financial analysis should not be formulaic.  It should be robust, 
creative, and inquisitive.

CASE SCENARIO: 

CAN WE mAkE uP A RAtIO?

Step 3. Monitor Trends
In addition to monitoring financial ratios, management and the board should monitor specific balance sheet, revenue items, and 
expenses over time.   
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Step 4. Allocate the Work 
Management should be using ratio analysis to keep the CAA on solid financial footing.  For that reason, the board, including the 
finance committee, should look to management to prepare the ratios and the analysis. That, however, does not mean the board 
must be passive, taking what management gives it. The finance committee should not hesitate to suggest alternative ratios or 
reports.

Increasing a CAA Board’s Financial Literacy
Too often, people in the social services community complain that they simply cannot find board members who know much about 
accounting and finance. That problem may be real, but that does not mean there isn’t a solution.

A CAA should develop accounting and financial expertise by asking its own 
auditor, another auditor, or the CFO to provide in-house instruction for board 
members. One approach that can be particularly illuminating is to use the CAA’s 
financial statements as the basis for the in-house training. People are often most 
receptive to new information when they see how it relates to a problem or task 
that they must address. 

CAPLAW recommends that CAAs send board members and financial staff to 
training at its own training conferences and workshops as well as those offered by the Community Action Partnership and the 
National Association of State Community Services Programs.  In addition, CAA board members and financial staff should access 
online resources, including PowerPoint presentations and pre-recorded webinars and audio conferences, available at: Virtual CAP 
 www.virtualcap.org or CAPLAW www.caplaw.org

Many higher education institutions, nonprofit capacity building organizations, and state and national nonprofit associations also 
offer courses, webinars, and live workshops in financial analysis targeted to nonprofit board members. Other options include 
hiring a board development consultant or asking a local university with an accounting, business, or nonprofit management 
program whether a member of its faculty might work with your organization to develop a customized training. 

Increasing the financial literacy of board members is consistent with the CAA mission. While some may view using CAA funds 
to train board members in financial analysis as a wasteful diversion of funds from mission, consider that the overall purpose of 
a CAA is to strengthen low-income communities, including board members who reside in and represent the community.  Once 
someone knows how to analyze financial statements and budgets, he can use those skills to assist other nonprofits operating in 
the community and in his regular occupation.

Part II: What’s in the Financials 
Financial statements are the traditional tool used to analyze an organization’s finances as they offer a systematic way to portray 
financial information.

Most boards review the annual financial statements prepared by management at the end of the fiscal year in preparation for the 
annual independent audit. As discussed in Part I of this toolkit section, these statements should usually be GAAP-compliant. 
Management also should prepare interim financial statements each month as a tool to monitor the CAA’s financial health. These 
should be prepared and reviewed by the finance committee on a monthly basis. The full board should review the interim financial 
statements at its regular meetings throughout the year. These statements might not contain the final adjustments for items like 
the allowances for depreciation that must be included in the audited financial statements, but they can and should accurately 
reflect revenues, major expenses, and asset and liability balances. 

INvESt IN A gOOD ACCOuNtINg SyStEm

As should be apparent, the board will be relying on unaudited interim financial statements throughout the year as it makes 
decisions.  The board cannot rely on an outside auditor to detect mistakes in these statements.  Given that reality, the board 
should value an accounting system that produces accurate interim financial statements.  If the statements are incomplete 
or filled with errors, management and the board may be relying on faulty financial data as they make decisions.  For this 
reason, both management and the board should invest resources in an accounting system that assures accurate financial 
data and reports.    

Investment in competent fiscal management staff is equally important. CAA accounting is complex and designing 
understandable financial reports is extremely challenging. Boards will receive the greatest return on their investment in 
effective financial management by investing in both highly qualified fiscal managers and regularly updated software that 
facilitates meeting the CAA’s complex tracking and reporting needs.

T
ip

A CAA should develop accounting and 
financial expertise by asking its own auditor, 
another auditor, or the CFO to provide  
in-house instruction for board members.  
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BCA and fellow CAA YCA are two Community Action Agencies that 
are identical in all respects except one:  BCA and YCA both have 
the same number of employees, and similar programs, revenues, 
and expenses.  BCA, however, has a stellar accounting system, 
while YCA’s system is deficient in a number of respects. As a result, 
YCA’s monthly financial statements often contain errors.  Both BCA 
and YCA undergo a year-end audit.  At the end of that process, 
both BCA and YCA issue financial statements in the same format 
and the auditor issues unqualified audit reports. Before that could 

happen, the auditors asked YCA to make 54 adjustments to its 
financial statements. The auditors only asked BCA to make two 
minor adjustments to its financial statements.

LeSSOn: An organization’s financial accounting system and  
internal controls make a difference. Throughout the year, BCA’s 
board is making decisions based on accurate financial information. 
That is not true in the case of YCA’s board. It is driving at night with 
its headlights at half power.

CASE SCENARIO: 

thE ImPORtANCE Of INtERNAL CONtROLS 

The Basic Set of Financial Statements 
Financial statements for CAAs are usually comprised of the following four basic statements, plus footnotes:

n The Statement of Financial Position—more commonly known as the “balance sheet”—reports a CAA’s financial 
condition as of a given date. It includes assets, liabilities, net assets—what the CAA owns; what it owes to creditors; 
and its net worth. 

n The Income Statement, often titled the Statement of Activities, reports the CAA’s income and expenses for a 
specified period of time. It is often referred to as the profit and loss statement. The income statement and the budget 
are two distinct statements. The income statement reports what has happened in the past, while the budget is a plan 
or projection of future events. While the income statement for the entire fiscal year must be included in the audited 
financial statements, every CAA also needs statements which report income and expenses for the current month and 
the fiscal year to date. The income statement explains what happened during the specified period. It connects last 
year’s (period’s) ending balance sheet with this year’s (period’s). It explains the changes in the CAA’s net assets.

n The Statement of Cash Flow is the most complex and perhaps the most important of the four financial statements. 
The rules that govern financial accounting place heavy emphasis on measuring economic income rather than cash 
inflows and outflows. The experts agree that this focus is the appropriate one. Nevertheless, a CAA cannot exist on 
accounting income alone. Both management and the board must focus on cash inflows and outflows—cash flow. The 
statement of cash flows converts accounting conventions and concepts to make it clear how the organization has 
obtained and used cash. 

n The Statement of Functional Expenses divides the CAA’s expenses into at least three categories: program services, 
fundraising, and management and general expenses. The accounting rules3 specifically require nonprofits providing 
human services (organizations classified as “voluntary health and welfare” organizations) to provide a more detailed 
breakdown of their expenses in either a statement of functional expenses or a footnote to the financial statements. The 

statement of functional expenses uses a matrix format to show the specific 
line item expenses incurred for programs, fundraising, and management 
functions. For interim financial statements reviewed by the board and 
management, many CAAs go beyond the GAAP requirement to break down 
expenses by function (program, fundraising, and management) to present 
the income associated with each of these functions.

n The Footnotes to the Financial Statements. The financial statements contain footnotes (actually endnotes) that 
provide background information about the CAA and detail about how various accounting conventions were applied 
in assembling the statements. These are considered an integral part of the financial statements. When asked to 
review financial statements, most financial professionals will start with the footnotes. While all CAAs will prepare 
footnotes to their annual financial statements, many will not prepare complete footnotes to monthly interim financial 
statements.

Accrual Accounting Method 
Most CAAs use the accrual basis of accounting. For some board members, financial statements prepared using the accrual basis 
are initially confusing. This is actually one of the main reasons that CAAs need to provide training in reading financial statements 
for every board member.

 

A CAA cannot exist on accounting income 
alone.  Both management and the board must 
focus on cash inflows and outflows—cash flow.  
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It is probably easiest to understand accrual accounting by thinking about it in contrast to the other common basis (or method) for 
accounting, the cash basis. Most of us are very familiar with cash basis accounting because it is what we do in our checkbooks 
every day. We record income when we receive it and we record expenses when we authorize payments to come out of our accounts 
by writing checks or paying our bills electronically. In the cash basis of accounting, income is recorded when the CAA actually 
receives payments and deposits them into its bank accounts and an expense is recorded when checks are written or electronic 
payments authorized. For an organization using the cash basis of accounting, the income statement will look just like the 
checkbook, reporting all the cash coming in and going out.

But the financial reality of a CAA is more complicated than this oversimplified picture. Why? Like most businesses, CAAs have some 
sources of income that require submitting a billing or request for reimbursement and waiting for the funder to send payment. 
Similarly, many CAAs pay employees for the work they did in one month on the first day of the following month and have a variety 
of other bills that are paid in the month after the goods or services are received.

In the accrual basis of accounting, these realities are described as receivables and payables and are reported on the balance sheet as 
assets (for the receivables) and liabilities (for the payables). The CAA has a legal right to receive what is owed and a legal obligation 
to pay what it owes to employees and others. To understand the financial condition of the the CAA, the board must be made aware 
of the whole picture, including the receivables and the liabilities. The accrual basis of accounting presents the impact of receivables 
and payables clearly. The cash basis of accounting does not include recording and reporting these important items.

What many find most confusing in accrual basis financial statements is that the recording of these amounts that the CAA is 
owed or owes to others impacts the income statement as well as the balance sheet. This is because recording the fact that the 
CAA has incurred expenses to fulfill the requirements of a grant and is now owed reimbursement from the funder increases the 
grant income as well as increasing the amount reported as grants receivable. Similarly, recording the fact that the CAA owes a 
consultant $1,000 for a training provided to staff during the month increases both the professional services expenses for the 
month and the liability account for vendors payable. 

Consequently, the revenues, expenses and net income reported on the accrual basis of accounting will be different from that 
reported using the simpler cash basis. The accrual basis net income presents a more accurate picture of the true economic 
outcome of the CAA’s activities. Accrual basis accounting is extremely important for understanding the financial health of the 
CAA. But boards must take care when reviewing accrual basis statements to also pay attention to the CAA’s actual cash position. 
Despite having a legal right to receive the amounts shown as receivable from funders, the CAA will confront serious problems if it 
does not have sufficient cash available to pay its bills on time. 

Cash vs. Accounting Income 
Financial accounting and the resulting statements can be confusing to many people because they rely on a series of conventions 
that attempt to measure something approximating economic income rather than the CAA’s net cash intake. 

The following are a just a few examples where those developing the principles underlying financial statements choose to use the 
accrual basis of accounting to focus on economic income and wealth rather than cash inflows and outflows.

n Borrowed Money. When a CAA borrows money, it clearly has more cash on hand. On first impression, the 
loan proceeds might be viewed as revenue. However, the CAA also has an obligation to repay the loan. As a 
consequence, the borrowed funds are not treated as additional revenue and the repayment of the loan is not 
treated as an expense.

n Prepaid Income. Assume a CAA receives fees for services, and it asks people to pay in advance for next year’s 
services. Looking at the cash inflow, many people would reasonably conclude that the CAA has income when 
it receives the cash. However, under the accounting rules, the CAA must recognize the income next year when 
it actually delivers the services rather than this year. The accounting rules assume that there will be expenses 
next year associated with delivering those services as the services are provided. By deferring recognition of 
the income until next year, the CAA better matches the income with the expenses of generating it.

n Depreciation. When a CAA purchases a new car or a building, it is not permitted to expense the entire pur-
chase price in the year that it acquires the car or building. Permitting the CAA to fully expense the car at the 
time it acquires the car would provide a measure of cash flow. However, the new car or building will benefit 
multiple periods. The accounting rules require a portion of the purchase price to be charged or expensed in 
those periods, thereby better matching the expenditure with the periods benefited. The annual expense is 
referred to as depreciation.

n Vacation Pay Liabilities. Many CAAs agree to pay employees for unused vacation when they leave (and some 
states require it), but don’t set aside funds ahead of time.  If the focus were on cash, the CAA would reduce its 
income by the amount it paid to departing employees when paid. There are two problems with that approach. 
By failing to treat a portion of the future payments as an expense in the year the employee provides services 
to the CAA, the CAA would fail to match the revenue it receives with the expense of generating that revenue. 
Equally, if not more important, the CAA would not be recognizing a future obligation that could be very large. 
If the board doesn’t adequately keep track of that promise, the CAA may discover that it lacks the resources to 
meet its obligations when they become due in twenty years.
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The accounting conventions applied to a CAA’s operations don’t create expenses and income, but rather shift income and expenses 
among accounting periods to better measure annual economic income. If the normal accounting period were 25 years, net cash 
flow would more closely approximate accounting income. What creates the difference is the fact that accounting statements are 
prepared on an annual basis—a relatively short period of time.

The Balance Sheet
The balance sheet—or Statement of Financial Position—provides a snapshot of a CAA’s assets and liabilities at any given point in 
time. Unlike the balance sheet for a for-profit business, the balance sheet for a CAA will draw distinctions between net assets that 
are subject to legal restrictions and unrestricted net assets. This classification scheme will be discussed later in the section under 
the heading “One Other Issue of Note - Restrictions.”

There is a fundamental problem with any balance sheet. By the time the board reviews it, the balance sheet is out of date. 
For example, a year-end balance sheet will report the CAA’s assets and liabilities as of December 31. Assets and liabilities will 
have changed by the time the board reviews that balance sheet in February or March when the outside auditors sign off on the 
statements. This is another reason why both management and the board should be focused on trends.

As a general rule, the financial statements reflect historical cost rather than fair market value. For example, assume a Texas CAA 
purchased a parcel of real estate for its headquarters for $100,000.  Several years later, a large deposit of oil is discovered on 
the land. The market now values the parcel at $50 million. Nevertheless, the CAA must continue to carry the land on its books at 
$100,000. 

Those new to accounting will find this focus on historical cost confusing, asking why the increase in value is not reflected in 
the CAA’s balance sheet and income statement. The reason is simple: there is another principle at work, which is equally as 
important. Historic value is objective, but current value is not, which is why the accounting rules do not permit the use of market 
value accounting except under certain circumstances:  while fixed assets (land, buildings, and equipment) are reported at their 
historic cost, marketable securities (e.g., stocks and bonds) must be reflected on the balance sheet at their current market value, 
and declines in inventory value (but not increases in value) must be reflected in the carrying value of the inventory. In recent years, 
accounting principles have begun to reject their traditional focus on historic value.   Anyone who wants to understand when the 
balance sheet is valuing a category of assets at other than historical value should review the footnotes.

A CAA’s financial statements omit several important assets, including the value of the CAA’s workforce, know-how, and reputation. 
These assets may not be readily convertible to cash, but they are nevertheless important. Management and the board should 
never overlook these intangibles.

The balance sheet is divided into three sections. The first section lists assets, the second lists liabilities, and the third lists 
accumulated surplus, which equals the excess of assets over liabilities.

Assets
By tradition, assets are listed in the order or ease with which they can be converted to cash. This means that cash, marketable 
securities, accounts receivable, and inventories are listed first. Sometimes these are referred to as current assets. If your CAA 
holds certain funds in trusts, such as for self-funded employee health insurance plans, vacation pay, or unemployment insurance 
reimbursement, these may be listed separately in the asset category.  Then equipment, land and buildings, and intellectual 
property are listed. 

Liabilities
The liability side of the balance sheet is divided into two sections. The first section reports current liabilities, which are liabilities 
(or the portion thereof) that will become due within the next 12 months. Obviously the board should be concerned about these 
because they will require cash payment. The second section reports long-term liabilities, which are liabilities that are due more 
than one year from the balance sheet date. Although the day of reckoning is farther in the distance, the board must focus on 
accumulating the cash necessary to retire this debt.

Contractual Obligations
The liabilities section of the balance sheet generally does not reflect contractual liabilities like a long-term lease for the CAA’s 
headquarters, although liabilities for capitalized leases must be reflected.

Contingent Liabilities
The accounting rules require that contingent liabilities must be reflected in the financial statements when the liability can be 
valued and is relativity certain to be become a fixed liability.  When a CAA is sued, it must determine whether the potential 
judgment against it must either be reflected as a liability on the balance sheet or disclosed in the footnotes. The rules reflect 
a bias against including these liabilities in the balance sheet, except when it is highly likely that the contingency liability will 
become fixed. Because of this bias, liabilities that could result from a pending lawsuit are typically reflected in the footnotes, but 
not the balance sheet. 
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Net Assets
Net assets simply is the number that equals the difference between assets and liabilities: assets - liabilities = net assets. In 
the case of a business corporation, the difference between assets and liabilities is referred to as equity and includes both the 
shareholders, investment in the company and the accumulated profits which may either be retained in the company or may be 
made available for distribution to shareholders.  In the nonprofit context, this number could be viewed as the organization’s 
equity in its mission. Net assets at the end of the year is equal to net assets at the beginning of the year, plus net income, which 
is referred to as the increase in net assets. As previously noted, the income statement connects last year’s balance sheet with 
this year’s.

The Income Statement
Of the four statements that make up a complete set of financial statements, the income statement is probably the most 
straightforward. The first part of the income statement includes revenues. This may include grant revenue, contributions, income 
from the sales of goods and services, and investment income.  The second part of the statement lists categories of expenses. 
Some organizations choose to classify expenses as program, fundraising, and general administration rather than or in addition 
to providing line-items for more familiar notions of expense, such as salaries, rent, utilities, and supplies. The final section of 
the income statement reports the difference between the total revenues and the total expenses, which is expressed as the net 
increase or net decrease in net assets. It is this net increase or net decrease in net assets that connects the income statement to 
the balance sheet by explaining how the net assets increased or decreased over the period being reported.

Volunteer Labor
Many board members will be surprised to learn that the value of volunteer labor is reflected as income in the income statement 
if the volunteer services are provided by an individual with specialized expertise such as a lawyer or CPA or a skill that requires 
licensure such as a plumber or electrician. A corresponding expense “in- kind labor expense” is recorded as well, resulting in no 
increase in net income. If volunteer labor results in the creation of an asset (think Habitat for Humanity) the value of the in-kind 
contribution is determined by the increase in value of the asset as a result of the volunteer labor. The CAA must also record this 
increase in value of the assets on the balance sheet.  This admittedly unusual rule forces both management and the board to focus 
on the value of volunteers

Disbursement Agent vs. Provider of Services
Normally when a CAA provides services under a grant, it includes the grant revenue in its income statement. However, on occasion, 
the CAA may simply be acting in a pass-through capacity, acting as a disbursement agent for a government agency. This is 
different from acting as a fiscal sponsor or utilizing sub-recipients to carry out certain projects.

There are complex accounting rules that distinguish between fiscal sponsorship and pass-through (disbursing agent) relationships. 
In the case of the true pass-through or disbursing agent role, neither grant revenue nor offsetting expenses is included in the 
income statement. Instead the funds received are recorded on the balance sheet as a liability, which is reduced as the funds are 
disbursed for the purposes specified by the government agency. This is the right result, but management and the board should 
not simply ignore this activity. The activity should be a part of the CAA’s mission, meaning that the board and management should 
be monitoring it and assessing performance. These arrangements generally should be described in the footnotes when material. 
The board should be certain that both it and management understand each funding relationship clearly, including understanding 
the extent of the responsibility that the CAA holds for proper management of any funds which are transferred to other entities to 
carry out specific projects.

Depreciation
Depreciation is an expense. It is an allocation of a portion of the cost of a capital asset (e.g. a building, a truck, or a piece of 
equipment) to each year benefited by the equipment. The accounting rules prescribe depreciation schedules for different asset 
categories. Depreciation is an attempt to match income with the costs of generating it. The financial statement reader should keep 
one critical point in mind: the annual allowance for deprecation bears absolutely no relationship to the economic decline in the 
value of any given asset. The balance sheet may show a large balance for any particular asset, but the CAA may need to replace 
that asset next year.

One additional challenge to understanding the CAA income statement may arise from accounting requirements for recording 
contributions that have been restricted by the donor or grantor. Accounting requirements and options for presenting the 
information about restricted contributions clearly will be discussed later on in this section.

The Statement of Cash Flows
This is the most complex of the four basic CAA financial statements. The uninitiated will initially be put off by the seemingly 
indecipherable lines. Even seasoned accountants have trouble fully comprehending this statement, but it does contain valuable 
information that is accessible to even the financial neophyte.
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Keeping the following two points in mind makes the statement of cash flows something that is both useful and understandable:

n  The first part of the statement is obtuse, or at least looks obtuse. This section converts the increase in net 
assets for the year into net cash from operations. The focus of every adjustment is on operating cash flow.

n  Part two focuses on a basic tautology. Cash is either used in or provided by the following activities: opera-
tions, investment, and financing activities. For this purpose, investment is broader than stocks, bonds, and 
options. It involves the purchase or sale of any asset that is capital in nature. That means investment assets 
exclude cash, accounts receivable, and inventories. The tautology is expressed in equation form as follows:

The change in the cash balance = Cash provided from or (used by) operations + Cash provided from or 
(used by) investment activities + Cash provided from or (used by) financing activities

Appendix B includes an example that provides board members with a step-by-step approach to analyzing the statement of  
cash flows.

The Statement of Functional Expenses
As previously noted, the statement of functional expenses is relatively straightforward. It provides additional details about a 
CAA’s expenses by displaying which portion of each line item expense was incurred for the purpose of management, fundraising, 
or program services

Location
The statement of functional expenses can be presented as either a separate statement or as part of the footnotes. Anecdotal 
evidence indicates that most organizations choose to use a separate statement.

The Detail
The statement of functional expenses divides expenses into three categories: program, management, and fundraising. The 
statement then lists the portion of each line item expense (e.g. rent, wages, and utilities) attributable to each of the three 
functional categories. 

Some organizations choose to break down program expenses further by individual programs. For example, a CAA with Head Start, 
weatherization, counseling, and housing programs would show the program expenses for each of these programs, providing 
management and the board with a far better understanding of what resources each of these programs consumes.

Allocations
Some line item expenses will need to be distributed among the three functional categories through allocation formulas, which can 
introduce some discretion into the process. CAAs must establish clear, consistent methods for allocating costs among functions 
in a cost allocation plan. CAAs with direct federal funding relationships such as Head Start, may use their cost allocation plan to 
negotiate a federal indirect cost rate. CAAs without direct federal funding relationships may be required to submit their written 
cost allocation plan to their state or other funders for approval. In either case, the board should have a basic understanding of 
the cost allocation methods the CAA is using. The allocations in the statement of functional expenses should be based on these 
plans or rates.

What About Income? 
What is missing from the statement of functional expenses is the income side of the equation. Although “profits” are not a driving 
force for a CAA—at least in the Fortune 500 sense of the word—management and the board should be assessing whether each 
program covers its expenses. This is particularly important in the case of CAA—most of which are highly reliant on grant revenue, 
because grant agreements may not permit the CAA to use grant revenue to cross-subsidize other programs. 

The statement of functional expenses may not be the appropriate place for this analysis, but both management and the board 
should be looking at the income side of the equation on a program-by-program basis.

Grant Funding Periods
Management and the board should also be monitoring revenue on a grant-by-grant basis so that they know the amount of each 
grant and its expiration date. Such a schedule will help management and the board assess the extent to which individual grants 
can be counted on for future revenue.
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The Footnotes to the Financial Statements
As noted, the footnotes to the financial statements contain important information that should be reviewed by all financial 
statement users. Many of the footnotes are mandatory for the presentation of GAAP-compliant formal financial statements. Many 
CAAs prepare detailed GAAP-compliant footnotes only at year-end and use a more informal bullet point narrative to highlight 
issues in monthly financial statements. CAAs using this more informal approach for monthly statements should be sure that every 
board member has a copy of the most recent audited statements that includes the complete footnotes.

GAAP accounting rules specifically dictate that certain information be disclosed in footnotes for GAAP-compliant statements. 
The rules often go so far as to prescribe the format for numerical disclosures. The footnotes will generally include the following 
information, but the level of detail differs significantly from organization to organization:

n The Organization. A brief discussion of the organization’s legal form, purposes, and tax-exempt status. 

n Estimates. A discussion of the methodology used in making estimates.

n Depreciation Methods. The methods used to calculate depreciation expense.

n Donated Services. The treatment and valuation of donated services.

n Grants and Receivables. A listing of material contracts and accounts receivable and a discussion of any al-
lowance for doubtful accounts.

n Contingent Liabilities. A listing of all material contingent liabilities that are not otherwise reflected in the 
financial statements. Every reader should be reviewing this footnote for a listing of threatened or pending 
lawsuits.

n Lease Commitments. A listing of material leases and their terms.

n Pension and Retirement Plans. A listing of pension and retirement plans, their funding status, and valuation. 
This or another footnote will also contain a discussion of accrued vacation pay, if applicable, and there may be 
a discussion of other employee benefits.

n Long-Term Debt. A listing of material long-term debt, with payment and maturity terms.

n Consolidation. If the financial statements include other entities (such as subsidiaries—i.e. organizations that 
the CAA controls through membership, board of director appointments, or ownership arrangements), a listing 
of entities that have been included in the financial statements and principles used to produce the consolidated 
financial statements. 

uNDERStANDINg CONSOLIDAtED fINANCIAL StAtEmENtS   

Most boards will need specific training to understand consolidated financial statements. The training should emphasize the 
legal relationships between the entities with emphasis on any risks that the CAA confronts as a result of the operations of 
its related entities.

T
ip

Albert Matson is a new member of the BCA’s board.  Being a banker, 
Matson asked for a copy of BCA’s year-end audited financial 
statements at the time he joined the board.  When he looked at 
the balance sheet, he was puzzled by the $245,890 reserve for 
unemployment compensation. After reading footnote 8 to the 
financial statements he has a better understanding of the liability 
represented by that number. He recognizes that by self-insuring 
to cover unemployment insurance benefits, BCA may be reducing 
the annual payments it would otherwise have to make to the state 
unemployment compensation insurance fund.  Matson, however, 
is worried that if BCA is forced to lay off employees, its obligation 
to pay benefits could exceed the reserve. At the board meeting, 
Matson asks whether BCA has explored obtaining secondary 
insurance to protect itself.

LeSSOn: The footnotes to the financial statements are an integral 
part of those statements.  Matson did what all experienced bankers 
and others who regularly work with financial statements do: he 
read the footnotes to the financial statements to gain a better 
understanding of the assumptions and conventions underlying the 
numbers. In this instance, Matson recognized that BCA might be 
exposing itself to greater risk than the board realized. He also saw 
a possible way to reduce that risk while retaining some of the 
savings from self-insuring BCA’s obligation to fund unemployment 
compensation. Matson should have also noticed the pending 
litigation revealed by the footnotes. Management should be 
regularly updating the board on that litigation.

CASE SCENARIO: 

thE fOOtNOtES CONtAIN vItAL INfORmAtION
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One Other Issue of Note — Restrictions 
GAAP accounting rules require that nonprofits distinguish whether or not gifts received carry donor-imposed restrictions, which 
are further distinguished as either temporary or permanent.4 As the word implies, the restrictions on permanently restricted gifts 
will never expire. In contrast, donors making temporarily restricted gifts or grants intend that the nonprofit will use the gift for 
specified purposes or in specified time periods. 

The impact of receiving donor-restricted gifts is reflected on both the balance sheet and the income statement. When a temporarily 
restricted gift is received, it increases the temporarily restricted net assets. When the restrictions are fulfilled, the temporarily 
restricted net assets are reduced. When a permanently restricted gift is received, the permanently restricted net assets are 
increased. Since the restriction is permanent, the permanently restricted net assets cannot be reduced by the fulfillment of 
restrictions. 

Gifts and grants received without donor restrictions are considered 
unrestricted. All revenues from fees for services or product sales 
are classified as unrestricted under GAAP rules (although federal 
funds management requirements may actually impose some 
limitations on the use of fees that are deemed program income). 
GAAP accounting rules for the treatment of funds received through 
government grants and awards are complex and go beyond the 
scope of this toolkit. Although most CAAs receive a substantial 
portion of their total income from governmental sources, many of 
the funding agreements are structured on a cost reimbursement 
basis in which the CAA must first incur allowable expenses and 
then request reimbursement. The nature of these reimbursement 
agreements generally results in these governmental funds being 
classified in the “unrestricted” category for GAAP purposes, 
despite the reality that many restrictions are included as part of 
the governmental agreement. 

The technical nature of the GAAP rules for classifying income 
as unrestricted, temporarily restricted or permanently restricted 
requires that CAAs have highly competent fiscal managers with 
expertise in nonprofit accounting. Most board members rely on the 
auditor’s opinion for assurance that their organization is correctly 
recording restricted grants and gifts. It is not necessary for board 
members to become expert nonprofit accountants. Instead, it is 
important that board understand the nature of the gifts and grants 
the CAA receives and the presence or absence of restrictions on 
the net assets. The presence of restrictions on the net assets, 
either permanent or temporary, represents a commitment or 
obligation to use resources in donor-specified ways. The absence 
of restrictions, represented in unrestricted net assets, represents 
the resources that the board can direct toward purposes which it 
believes are in the best interest of the CAA.

LeSSOn: It is important to understand the distinctions among the 
various types of income to ensure your financial statements are 
accurate and in compliance with GAAP.    

CASE SCENARIO: 

hOW REStRICtED IS REStRICtED?

Three Categories of Net Assets
The balance sheet should divide net assets into the following three categories: (1) unrestricted; (2) temporarily restricted; and (3) 
permanently restricted.

n Unrestricted Net Assets. The name says it all. These are net assets that are not subject to restrictions im-
posed by grant makers or donors. The CAA board can use them as it sees fit.

n Temporarily Restricted Net Assets. Many CAAs will encounter temporarily restricted assets, which are 
defined as net assets that are subject to a donor/grantor imposed restriction on either the purpose for which 
the gift may be used or the time period in which it may be used. For many CAAs, the temporarily restricted net 
assets will include funds received under a grant that have not yet been expended for allowable costs specified 
by the grantor. Until the expenses are incurred to fulfill the restricted purpose, the net assets and will be clas-
sified as temporarily restricted. When the expenses to fulfill the restricted purpose are incurred, the financial 
statements will reflect the fulfillment of the restrictions as a “release from temporarily restricted net assets” 
which will reduce or, if all restrictions are fulfilled, eliminate the balance in the temporarily restricted net as-
sets account.

n Permanently Restricted Net Assets. Net assets classified as permanently restricted typically are held as an 
endowment. Roughly speaking, the organization cannot spend principal, but can spend income. The actual 
definition is much more complex, but this one will suffice for present purposes.
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Presentation 

Balance Sheet 
There are two common ways that CAAs present information about restrictions on the balance sheet.

Method 1
n Method 1. Many CAAs provide a summary at the end of the bal-
ance sheet that analyzes the net asset balance in terms of the three 
categories—unrestricted, temporarily restricted, and permanently 
restricted—but this summary does not provide asset-by-asset detail. 
Note that this example does not include permanently restricted net 
assets because BCA does not have any such assets (i.e. it does not 
have an endowment).

n Method 2. Some CAAs present the entire balance sheet, including 
assets, liabilities, and net assets, in columns titled Unrestricted, Tem-
porarily Restricted, and Permanently Restricted, and include a fourth 
column titled Total to combine the three columns. The appropriate por-
tion of each asset, liability or net asset is placed in the corresponding 
column, and the three columns are then summed to show the total 
net asset balance. If, for example, BCA, as of December 31, 20X2, had 
$3,500 in cash, $2,500 of which was temporarily restricted and the 
remaining amount was subject to no restrictions and none of BCA’s 
other assets were permanently restricted, the balance sheet would 
show $2,500 under the temporarily restricted column, $1,000 under 
the unrestricted column, and no column for permanently restricted as-
sets. The two columns would then be summed, and the result would be 
displayed in the third column as the overall cash balance. This method 
is more complex than the second one, and generally requires use of 
higher-end fund accounting software, but it shows the limitations on 
each category of assets, which provides great insight into the CAA’s li-
quidity. A CAA, for example, may have a large cash balance, but if all of 
it is restricted, the board should not look to the cash to satisfy needs 
outside of the permitted uses.Method 2

Blue Community Action Agency (BCA) 
Statement of Financial Position 

December 31, 20X2 and June 30, 20X1

Blue Community Action Agency (BCA) 
Balance Sheet 

December 31, 20X2 and 20X1
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The Income Statement and Restrictions 
The income statement distinguishes contributions with donor restrictions from contributions received without donor restrictions. 
It also reflects the organization’s fulfillment of donor restrictions. There are two common methods to display the receipt of 
restricted gifts and the fulfillment of restrictions on gifts previously received. One method uses multiple columns, one each for 
unrestricted, temporarily restricted, and permanently restricted. The other method is referred to as “stacked” and presents all of 
the unrestricted activity in the top section, then the temporarily restricted, and finally the permanently restricted activity. Both 
formats are designed to help readers of the statements understand whether gifts received have been restricted and whether 
restrictions have been fulfilled or must be fulfilled in future periods.

Not as Complex as It Sounds 
Many board members will initially be intimidated by the terminology and the multiple columns. However, the overall concept 
is actually quite simple to understand once it becomes clear that the numbers simply mirror the restrictions in gifts and grants 
received by the CAA. A little effort on the part of board members will produce significant insight to the limitations on the use of 
certain assets.

Concluding Thoughts
Financial management is the responsibility of management and the board, not the auditors. First and foremost, the auditors 
conduct their audit once a year, following the close of the CAA’s fiscal year. Even if the auditors were monitoring the adequacy 
of the CAA’s financial resources, it would only be once a year, which is insufficient. Monitoring any organization’s finances is an 
ongoing process, which must be undertaken at each board meeting and continuously by management.

Equally, or possibly even more important to recognize, the primary function of the auditors is NOT to assess the CAA’s financial 
condition, but rather, to assess whether the financial statements present that condition fairly, whatever that condition might be. 
The auditor’s opinion letter says nothing about the adequacy of cash balances, whether one form of bank financing is preferred 
over another, or whether the CAA should be leasing its space rather than own it. 

A CAA’s financial statements contain important information. Many board members who are unfamiliar or uncomfortable with 
financial matters will decide to ignore the statements. This is a mistake. Here are some basic principles to keep in mind.

n Anyone can read financial statements. It may initially take a little bit of effort, but not all that much.

n Board members have a legal duty to monitor finances, which means reading the financial statements.

n Finance and mission are integrally linked. The financial statements provide an opportunity to discuss mission 
in an organized and meaningful way. 

n The financial statements measure financial performance and condition. They do not, however, measure 
whether a CAA is achieving its mission. The board should spend considerable time discussing whether the 
CAA's programs are effective and how to best measure effectiveness.
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Endnotes:
1.  2 C.F.R. 215.21.

2.   See http://www.nonprofitsassistancefund.org/clientuploads/MNAF/ToolsTemplates/
NonprofitFinancialRatios.pdf 

3.  FASB 117

4.  See Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) 958 605 20.
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